Appendix 1: 2009 module questionnaire

The module ad hoc 2009 questionnaire on 15-34 year-olds is made up of 4 parts:

A. Education (asked to all)
B. Sources of income during the final year of education (asked to all)
C. The first job of over 3 months after leaving formal education for the last time (asked only to those who are not currently studying)
D. Parents’ level of education (asked to those where neither the mother nor father reside in the household)

Preliminary questions for the interviewer

[RESMAD]
INTERVIEW CONDITIONS
‘1’ Survey accepted
‘2’ Refusal
‘3’ Impossible to get hold of the person
‘4’ Survey impossible (unsuitable)
‘5’ Extended absence

→ end of survey

[COLLMAD]
THIS INTERVIEW IS CARRIED OUT
‘1’ following the Employment Survey, in person
‘2’ on another date (2nd visit), in person
‘3’ by telephone

→ end of survey
Part A - Education

Sentence the interviewer must read out:

“I am going to ask you some questions on your education (and your entry into the labour market). Firstly, I am going to ask you to confirm, or complete some information already given while answering the Employment Survey: this will enable me to ask questions adapted to your situation.”

[ NONDIPL ] If the person stated that s/he has no qualification in the Employment Survey
A0 You have no declared qualification in the Employment Survey. Do you, however, have a qualification?

Interviewer instructions: several possible responses

‘1’ No qualification → A25 (REPETUD)
‘2’ A general education qualification
‘3’ A technical or vocational secondary education qualification
‘4’ A higher education qualification

1) If NONDIPL=‘1’, mark QUALG=QUALT=QUALS=’0’ and go to question A25 (REPETUD).

2) If NONDIPL is not ‘1’:
   * If NONDIPL checks 2, mark QUALG=’4’ and ask the “general education” block; if not, mark QUALG=’0’ and skip the “general education” block.
   * If NONDIPL checks 3, mark QUALT=’4’ and ask the “technical and vocational secondary education” block; if not, mark QUALT=’0’ and skip the “technical and vocational secondary education” block.
   * If NONDIPL checks 4, mark QUALS=’4’ and ask the “higher education” block; if not mark QUALS=’0’ and skip the “higher education” block.

General education

[ QUALG ]
A1 If the person stated they had a general education qualification in the Employment Survey
According to the information already given, the highest general education qualification (primary or secondary) you have to date is (title of qualification) specialising in (title of speciality). Is this correct?

‘0’ No, no general education qualification → A6 (QUALT)
‘1’ Yes, the qualification and speciality are correct → A5 (DATENGG)
‘2’ No, the qualification is not correct, (the speciality is correct) → A2 (ETDIEGG)
‘3’ No, the speciality is not correct (the qualification is correct) → A3 (SPEENGG)
‘4’ No, the qualification and speciality are not correct → A2 (ETDIEGG)

If the person stated that s/he had no general education qualification in the Employment Survey
You did not declare any general education qualification (primary or secondary) in the Employment Survey. Do you, however, have a general education qualification?

‘0’ No, no general education qualification → A6 (QUALT)
‘4’ Yes

[ ETDIEGG ] If the qualification in the Employment Survey is incorrect, QUALG in (‘2’, ‘4’)
A2 What is the highest general education qualification (primary or secondary) you have obtained to date?

‘1’ General Education Certificate (CFG) → A5 (DATENGG)
‘2’ Brevet des colleges [Secondary school certificate], BEPC → A5 (DATENGG)
‘3’ Baccalauréat: L, ES, S, A, B, C, D, E → A4 (SPEENGG)
‘4’ Foreign qualification

[ ETDLGG ] If the person has a foreign qualification, ETDIEGG=’4’
A3 What is the highest general education qualification you have obtained to date, and the name of the country?
[SPEENG] If the speciality specified in the Employment Survey is not correct and if the person has the Baccalauréat or a foreign qualification, [QUALG = '3' & ETDIEG in ('7', '8')] or [QUALG = '4' & ETDIEGG in ('3', '4')]

A4 In what speciality?
1. Literature
2. Economics and social
3. Science
4. No speciality

[DATENGG] A5 In what year did you get this qualification? Give the age or year when the qualification was obtained

Technical and vocational secondary education

[QUALT]
A6 If the person stated in the Employment Survey that s/he has a technical or vocational secondary education qualification

According to the information already given, the highest technical or vocational secondary education qualification which you have obtained to date is (title of qualification) specialising in (title of speciality). Is this correct?
0. No technical or vocational secondary education qualification → A13 (QUALS)
1. Yes, the qualification and speciality are correct → A9 (DATSECC)
2. No, the qualification is not correct, → A7 (ETDIETT)
3. No, the speciality is not correct → A7 (ETDIETT)
4. No, the qualification and speciality are not correct → A7 (ETDIETT)

If the person stated in the Employment Survey that s/he has no technical or vocational secondary education qualification

You did not declare any technical or vocational secondary education qualification in the Employment Survey. Do you, however, have a technical or vocational secondary education qualification?
0. No, no technical or vocational secondary education qualification → A13 (QUALS)
4. Yes → [ETDIETT]

If the qualification stated in the Employment Survey is incorrect, QUALT in ('2', '3', '4')

A7 What is the highest technical or vocational secondary education qualification you have obtained to date?

[SPESECC]
A8a In what speciality?

Choose from the list of SPESEC variables from the Employment Survey.

[SPLSECC] If the speciality does not appear on the pop-up list, SPESECC=empty

A8b Select the full title of the speciality

[DATSECC]
A9 In what year did you get this qualification? Give the age or year when the qualification was obtained

[APPSECC] If the APPSEC variable is not filled out or if the qualification specified in the Employment Survey was incorrect, if [QUALT = '1' & APPSEC not in ('1', '2')] or QUALT in ('2', '3', '4')

A10 Did you receive this qualification as an apprentice under contract?
1. Yes → A13 (QUALS)
2. No
The qualification was not received through an apprenticeship, APPSECC not in ‘1’

A11 Did you receive this qualification within the context of a qualification contract, a professionalisation contract or another kind of work-study contract, other than an apprenticeship?

‘1’ Yes → A13 (QUALS)
‘2’ No

If the qualification was obtained after 2002 and was not received through a work-study programme, DATSECC >= 2002 & APPSECC not in ‘1’ & ALTERSECC not in ‘1’

A12 Did you obtain this qualification through accreditation of prior learning (APL)?

‘1’ Yes → A13 (QUALS)
‘2’ No

If the person stated that s/he had a higher education qualification in the Employment Survey, the highest higher education qualification which you have obtained to date is (title of qualification) specialising in (title of speciality). Is this correct?

‘0’ No, no higher education qualification → A25 (REPETUD)
‘1’ Yes, the qualification and speciality are correct → A16 (DATSUPP)
‘2’ No, the qualification is not correct → A14 (ETDIESS)
‘3’ No, the speciality is not correct → A14 (ETDIESS)
‘4’ No, the qualification and speciality are not correct → A14 (ETDIESS)

If the person stated in the Employment Survey that s/he has no higher education qualification, you did not declare any higher education qualification in the Employment Survey. Do you, however, have a higher education qualification?

‘0’ No, no higher education qualification → A13 (QUALS)
‘4’ Yes

If the qualification specified in the Employment Survey is incorrect, QUALS in (‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’)

A14 What is the highest higher education qualification you have obtained to date?

[SPESUPP]
A15a In what speciality?
Choose from the list from the SPESUP variable of the Employment Survey

[SPLSUPP] If the speciality does not appear on the list, SPESUPP=empty
A15b Select the full title of the speciality

[DATSUPP]
A16 In what year did you get this qualification? Select the age or year the qualification was obtained

If the APPSUP variable is not filled out or if the qualification specified in the Employment Survey was not correct, if [QUALS=’1’ & APPSUP not in (‘1’, ‘2’)] or QUALS in (‘2’, ‘3’, ‘4’)

A17 Did you receive this qualification as an apprentice under contract?

‘1’ Yes → A25 (REPETUD)
‘2’ No

The qualification was not received as an apprenticeship, APPSUP not in ‘1’

A18 Did you receive this qualification within the context of a qualification contract, professionalisation contract or another work-study contract?
‘1’ Yes  →  A25 (REPETUD)
‘2’ No

[VAESUPP] If the qualification was obtained after 2002 and was not received as part of a work-study programme, DATSUPP >= 2002 & APPSUPP not in ‘1’ & ALTERSUPP not in ‘1’

A19 Did you obtain this qualification through accreditation of prior learning (APL)?
‘1’ Yes  →  A25 (REPETUD)
‘2’ No

[SUPFORM] If the person has a higher education qualification which was not obtained through an apprenticeship, work-study programme or APL,

* A20 Did you receive this qualification by attending a course of at least 6 months (one semester) in an institute such as a university, a secondary school or a higher education school (“GRANDE ÉCOLE” [graduate school], etc.)?
‘1’ Yes  →  A25 (REPETUD)
‘2’ No

[SUPADAPT] * A21 Did you receive this qualification by attending a course or a vocational training course specially designed for a specific group of people (for example: for the unemployed, aimed at people with a job)?
‘1’ Yes  →  A25 (REPETUD)
‘2’ No

[SUPCORRS] * A22 Did you receive this qualification by correspondence or over the internet?
‘1’ Yes  →  A25 (REPETUD)
‘2’ No

[SUPLIBR] * A23 Did you receive this qualification as an external candidate, without the help of education professionals (alone or with the help of friends or parents)?
‘1’ Yes  →  A25 (REPETUD)
‘2’ No

[SUPAUTR] * A24 If so, how did you receive this qualification?

LEAVING EDUCATION FOR THE LAST TIME

[REPETUD] If the person has finished his/her initial education FORTER not in ‘2’ & FORDAT not in ‘1’ & FORDAT >= 1980

A25 According to information already provided, you finished your initial education in "FORMOIS "FORDAT. Did you return to education (studies) to continue in the regular school system?
‘0’ The date of finishing initial studies ("FORMOIS "FORDAT) is not correct  →  A27 (STOPDATA)
‘1’ Yes
‘2’ No  →  A29 (CIRCETUD)

[REPTER] A26 Are you still in education in the regular school system?
‘1’ Yes  →  A31 (TRETU)
‘2’ No

[STOPDATA] A27 What is the date of the last break (the end) of your education in the regular school system? Give the year.

[STOPDATM]
A28 In what month did you leave education for the last time?

[CIRCETUD] If the person has finished his/her education (initial or otherwise), FORTER not in (‘2’, ‘3’) or (REPTER= ‘2’)

A29 Under what circumstances did you finish your education for the last time (in ^STOPDATMM ^STOPDATA)?

Several possible answers.
‘1’ You had found a job
‘2’ You had reached the desired level (of training)
‘3’ Your family or you yourself did not have the means to finance your education any longer
‘4’ You had had enough education
‘5’ Your school results were not good enough, exam failure
‘6’ Your registration was not accepted in a school, lack of places
‘7’ The course of study did not suit you, bad counselling
‘8’ You did your military or civil service
‘9’ Another reason.

[CIRCETUA] CIRCETUD= ‘9’

A30 You answered “Another reason”. Please specify.

Work experience before leaving education for the last time

Transition phrase which the interviewer should read out
If (FORTER = ‘2’) or (REPTER = ‘1’) if the person is still in the education system “Now we are going to talk about your work experience.
If not (if the person has finished their education) “Now we are going to talk about your work experience before ^STOPDATMM ^STOPDATA.

[TRETU]
A31 If the person is still in the education system, FORTER = ‘2’ or REPTER = ‘1’. Do you have (or have you already had) paid employment for at least 1 month, including temporary employment (babysitting, tutoring, summer jobs, etc.), paid training and apprenticeships?

If not (if the person has finished their education) Before ^STOPDATMM ^STOPDATA, did you have paid employment for at least 1 month, including temporary employment (babysitting, tutoring, summer jobs, etc.), paid training and apprenticeships? This job may have continued after you finished your education.
‘1’ Yes, one
‘2’ Yes, several
‘3’ No, none

→ A35 (STAGE)

Transition sentence the interviewer should read out:
If the person is still in the education system, FORTER = ‘2’ or REPTER = ‘1’ “Now we want to know more about this(these) paid job(s) of at least one month.”
If not: “Now we want to know more about this(these) paid job(s) of at least one month before ^STOPDATMM ^STOPDATA.”

[TRETUOBL]
A32 If the person had one or several jobs during their education, TRETU in (‘1’, ‘2’)

Was this job (or were these jobs) a compulsory part of your education (of your training)?

One job, TRETU=‘1’
‘1’ Yes
‘2’ No

Several jobs, TRETU=‘2’
‘1’ All of the jobs were compulsory for your training
'2' None of the jobs were compulsory for your training
'3' Both (some were compulsory and others were not)

[TRETUMO]
A33a TRETUOBL in ('1', '3')
WHEN DID YOU HAVE THIS COMPULSORY JOB (THESE COMPULSORY JOBS)...
SEVERAL POSSIBLE ANSWERS IF THERE ARE SEVERAL JOBS.
Interviewer instructions: Read the possible answers
'1' During school or university holidays
'2' During a period set aside for training during your education (without attending classes), for example
time in companies within the context of an apprenticeship or another form of work-study programme

[TRETUMN]
A33b TRETUOBL in ('2', '3')
WHEN DID YOU HAVE THIS NOT COMPULSORY JOB (THESE NOT COMPULSORY JOBS)...
SEVERAL POSSIBLE ANSWERS IF THERE ARE SEVERAL JOBS.
Interviewer instructions: Read the possible answers
'1' During school or university holidays
'2' xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
'3' At the same time as studying (training), apart from school or university holiday periods (do not
classify apprenticeships or other forms of work-study programmes here)
'4' At a time when you temporarily suspended your education (a break from study of more than a
school or university year).

if TRETUMOM='3': Transition sentence the interviewer should read out
"Now we want to know more about the job you had at the same time as studying. If there were
several jobs, we want to know about the one which lasted the longest."

[TRETUVOL] TRETUMN='3'
'A34 THIS JOB TOOK (TAKES) (ON AVERAGE PER WEEK)...
'1' Less than 5 hours
'2' Between 5 and less than 10 hours
'3' Between 10 and less than 15 hours
'4' 15 hours or more

[STAGE]
'A35 If the person is still in the education system, (FORTER = '2') or (REPTER='1') HAVE YOU (ALSO)
done one or several unpaid internships?
If the person has finished his/her education, (FORTER not in '2') and (REPTER not in '1') BEFORE
^STOPDATMM ^STOPDATA, DID YOU (ALSO) DO ONE OR SEVERAL UNPAID INTERNSHIPS?
'1' Yes  '2' No
Part B - Sources of income during the last year of education

**Sentence which the interviewer should read out**

If the person is still in the education system, FORTER='2' or REPTER='1' “Now we are going to talk about your sources of income during the past 12 months, between the last-day-of-the-week-in-question - (1 year) and last day of the week in question.”

If the person is not in the education system anymore, FORTER not in '2' & REPTER not in '1' “Now we are going to talk about your sources of income during your last year of education, between ^STOPDATMM STOPDATA - (1 year) and ^STOPDATMM STOPDATA”.

---

**[SRVIEPAR]**

* **B1**
  If the person is still in the education system, FORTER='2' or REPTER='1'
  BETWEEN THE last-day-of-the week-in-question - (1 year) AND THE last-day-of-the week-in-question, HAVE YOU BEEN LIVING IN YOUR PARENTS’ HOUSE?
  If the person is not in the education system anymore, FORTER not in '2' & REPTER not in '1'
  BETWEEN ^STOPDATMM STOPDATA- (1 year) and ^STOPDATMM STOPDATA, DID YOU LIVE IN YOUR PARENTS’ HOUSE?
  ‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

---

The same question structure used for B1 is used for all questions B2 to B15, B17 and B18

---

**[SRPAR]** If the person is not living at his/her parents’ house, SRVIEPAR not in ‘1’

* **B2** BETWEEN THE... AND THE ..., DID YOU RECEIVE FINANCIAL HELP FROM YOUR PARENTS?

  Interviewer instructions: Several possible answers
  ‘1’ No financial help from parents
  ‘2’ Help as parents: use of free accommodation, car, buying clothes, etc.
  ‘3’ Regular financial help from parents: (pocket) money, food allowance, money loans, etc.
  ‘4’ Occasional financial help from parents

---

**[SRSAL]**

* **B3** BETWEEN THE... AND THE ..., DID YOU RECEIVE A SALARY (FROM A REGULAR JOB, INCLUDING APPRENTICE’S WAGES, A TRAINEE CIVIL SERVANT SALARY)?
  ‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

---

**[SRBOUL]**

* **B4** BETWEEN THE... AND THE ..., DID YOU RECEIVE INCOME FROM TEMPORARY JOBS (BABY-SITTING, TUTORING, ETC.)
  ‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

---

**[SRNSAL]**

* **B5** BETWEEN THE... AND THE ..., DID YOU RECEIVE INCOME FROM SELF-EMPLOYMENT (FREELANCE, LIBERAL PROFESSION)?
  ‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

---

**[BOURSE]**

* **B6** BETWEEN THE... AND THE ..., DID YOU RECEIVE A GRANT (STUDY GRANT, SUBSIDY, ETC.)?

---

**[SRAIDCNJ]**

* **B7** BETWEEN THE... AND THE ..., DID YOU BENEFIT FROM YOUR PARTNER’S INCOME (FOR EXAMPLE, A JOINT BANK ACCOUNT)?
  ‘0’ not applicable (no partner)  ‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

---

**[SRAIDAUT]**

* **B8** BETWEEN THE... AND THE ..., DID YOU RECEIVE FINANCIAL HELP FROM ANOTHER PERSON?
  ‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

---

**[SRALLLOG]**
**B9 BETWEEN THE… AND THE …, DID YOU RECEIVE ACCOMMODATION ALLOWANCE OR AID?**

‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

[SRALLCHO]

**B10 BETWEEN THE… AND THE …, DID YOU RECEIVE UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS?**

‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

[SRPRFAM]  *If the person has children, EM1=’1’*

**B11 BETWEEN THE… AND THE …, WERE YOU BENEFICIARY OF FAMILY BENEFITS?**

‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

[SRRAIDSOC]  *If the person is (was) over 25 or under 25 and there were children in the household ([FORTE=’2’ or REPTER=’1’] & (AGE>’25’ or (AGE<’25’ & EM1=’1’))) or ([FORTE not in ’2’ & REPTER not in ’1’] & (STOPDATA-NAIA >=’25’ or (STOPDATA-NAIA<’25’ & EM1=’1’)))*

**B12…SOCIAL INTEGRATION MINIMUM INCOME (RMI), SOCIAL WELFARE?**

‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

[SRLOYDIV]

**B13 …RENT, INTEREST, SAVINGS INCOME, DIVIDENDS?**

‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

[SRMALINV]

**B14 …BENEFITS RELATING TO DISABILITY?**

‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

[SRAUTRE]

**B15 …WAS THERE ANY OTHER SOURCE OF INCOME THAT I HAVE NOT MENTIONED?**

‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

[SRAUTREA]  *SRAUTRE=’1’*

**B16 WHAT IS THIS OTHER SOURCE OR INCOME?**

[FIETUPRIN]

**B17 CAN YOU DEFINE YOUR MAIN SOURCE (OR A MAXIMUM OF 2 MAIN SOURCES) OF INCOME BETWEEN THE … AND THE …?**

*Only the items which the respondent answered ‘1’ Yes to appear for [SRVIEPAR], [SRSAL], [SRNSAL],…,[SRBOURSE], [SRAUTREA], or answered 2, 3 or4 for [SRPAR].*

[DIFFIETU]

**B18 BETWEEN THE… AND THE …, DID YOU HAVE FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES?**

‘1’. Yes  ‘2’ No

[SRBOURSE]  *If the person received a grant, BOURSE=’1’*

**B19 YOU RECEIVED A GRANT. WHAT KIND OF GRANT WAS IT?**

**Several possible answers**

‘1’ merit-based grant
‘2’ grant based on social criteria (for students from families with limited resources)
‘3’ third-level grant (examples: diploma of advanced studies (DEA) grant / Research master’s degree, post-graduate degree (DESS) / Vocational master’s degree and civil service competitive exams / thesis grants)
‘4’ civil service grants (students registered as in preparation for Category A civil servant recruitment competitive exams)
‘5’ a grant to finance a project or a trip
‘6’ a subsidy, an award, an allowance (for example, from the local department council)
‘7’ another type of grant

[BOURSEAA]  *SRBOURSE=’7’*

**B20 YOU ANSWERED “ANOTHER”. PLEASE SPECIFY.**
Part C - The first job lasting more than 3 months after leaving education for the last time

*Basis for this entire part: the person is not in the education system anymore, FORTER not in '2' & REPTER not in '1'*

**[JOB3M]**

**C1** Since \(^{\text{STOPDATMM}}^{\text{STOPDATE}}, \text{HAVE YOU HAD A PAID JOB FOR MORE THAN 3 MONTHS?}\)**

*Excluding periods of employment linked to apprenticeships, work-study programmes, military or civil service, occasional work, internships and summer jobs. It could be temping.*

*This first job may have started before leaving education if it continued afterwards.*

\('1'\) Yes, my first job of more than 3 months (since \(^{\text{STOPDATMM}}^{\text{STOPDATE}}\)) is my current job (which I have had for more than 3 months) → (C4) JOBSTART

\('2'\) Yes, but I am not in that job anymore → (C4) JOBSTART

*Only appears if the person has no job at the time of the survey, (TRAREF not in \('1'\) or TTRREF not in \('1'\)) & PASTRA not in \('1'\)*

\('3'\) No, I have not had a job for more than 3 months (since \(^{\text{STOPDATMM}}^{\text{STOPDATE}}\)) and I am currently unemployed

\('4'\) No, I have not had a job for more than 3 months (since \(^{\text{STOPDATMM}}^{\text{STOPDATE}}\)) and my current job has not lasted more than 3 months

*Sentence the interviewer should read out if the person has not yet had a first job of over 3 months, JOB3M in \('3'\,'4'\)*

"Now we want to know about the period between \(^{\text{STOPDATMM}}^{\text{STOPDATA}}\) and today."

**[TRANSAPR]** **JOB3M in \('3'\,'4'\)**

**C2** Since \(^{\text{STOPDATMM}}^{\text{STOPDATA}}, \text{WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR MAIN ACTIVITY, THE ONE WHICH HAS LASTED THE LONGEST IN TOTAL?}\)**

*Interviewer instructions: Only one possible answer.*

\('1'\) You have had one or several short-term jobs (less than 3 months, including temping jobs and occasional work)

\('2'\) You have been actively looking for work

\('3'\) You have done training (courses, seminars, private lessons) outside the regular education system (=outside schools, apprentice training centres and higher education institutions).

Examples: Greta, Afpa [adult education services], dance classes, English lessons, etc.

\('4'\) You have been looking after your child(ren) or another member of your family

\('5'\) You have been doing voluntary work

\('6'\) You have done an internship in a company or in the civil service

\('7'\) You have been doing your military or civil service

\('8'\) You have had health problems

\('9'\) You have taken some time for you

\('10'\) Other.

**[TRANSAPA]** **TRANSAPA='10'**

**C3** You answered “Other”. Please specify.

*Sentence which the interviewer should read out if the person has had a first job of over 3 months:*

**if JOB3M='1'** : “In the following questions, we want to know more about this first job of over 3 months which is your current job. We will call it the “first job”.

**if JOB3M='2'** : “In the following questions, we want to know more about this first job of over 3 months. We will call it the “first job”.

**[JOBSTART]** **JOB3M in \('1'\,'2'\)**

**C4** In relation to when you left education in \(^{\text{STOPDATMM}}^{\text{STOPDATA}}, \text{THIS FIRST JOB BEGAN...}\)**

*Excluding periods of employment linked to apprenticeships, military or civil service, occasional work, internships and summer jobs*

*This first job may have begun before you left education if it continued afterwards.*
Interviewer instructions: “after leaving education” = after the end of the school holidays which followed the end of education, if the person took them

‘1’ Before you left education
‘2’ Less than 3 months after leaving education
‘3’ At least 3 months after leaving education

[JOBSTRTA]
C5 WHAT YEAR?

[JOBSTRTM]
C6 WHAT MONTH?

Sentence the interviewer should read out

If the first job is the current job and if at least 3 months passed between leaving education and starting the first job, JOB3M='1' & JOBSTART not in ('1', '2'): “Now we want to know more about the period between when you left education in ^STOPDATMM ^STOPDATA and the time your first job (your current job) began, in ^JOBSTRTMM ^JOBSTRTA.”

If the first job is not the current job and if at least 3 months passed between leaving education and starting the first job, JOB3M='2' & JOBSTART not in ('1', '2'): “Now we want to know more about the period between when you left education in ^STOPDATMM ^STOPDATA and the time your first job began, in ^JOBSTRTMM ^JOBSTRTA.”

[TRANSPR] JOBSTART not in ('1', '2')
C7 DURING THE PERIOD BETWEEN ^STOPDATMM ^STOPDATA AND ^JOBSTRTM ^JOBSTRTA, WHAT WAS YOUR MAIN ACTIVITY, THE ONE THAT LASTED THE LONGEST IN TOTAL?

Interviewer instructions: Only one possible answer

‘1’ You had one or several short-term jobs (less than 3 months, including temping work and occasional work)
‘2’ You were actively looking for work
‘3’ You were doing training (courses, seminars, private lessons) outside the regular education system (outside schools, apprentice training centres and higher education institutions). Examples: GRETA, AFPA [adult education service], dance classes, English lessons, etc.
‘4’ You have been looking after your child(ren) or another member of your family
‘5’ You have been doing voluntary work
‘6’ You have done an internship in a company or in the civil service
‘7’ You have been doing your military or civil service
‘8’ You have had health problems
‘9’ You have taken some time for you
‘10’ Other.

[TRANSPA] [TRANSPR='10']
C8 YOU ANSWERED “OTHER”. PLEASE SPECIFY.

**DESCRIPTION OF FIRST JOB OF MORE THAN 3 MONTHS**

[JOBDURA] The person had a job which finished, JOB3M='2'
C9 HOW LONG DID THIS FIRST JOB LAST? WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW THE DURATION TO THE NEAREST MONTH. NUMBER OF YEARS?

[JOBDURM]
C10 ... NUMBER OF MONTHS?

[JOBOCCID] JOB3M = '1'
C11a WHEN YOU STARTED THIS FIRST JOB (WHEN YOU WERE HIRED), DID YOU HAVE THE SAME PROFESSION AS YOU DO NOW?

‘1’. Yes 
‘2’. No
**[JOBOCC]** \[\text{JOB3M}=2 \text{ or } (\text{JOB3M}=1 \text{ and } \text{JOBOCCID}=2)\]

**C11b** What was your profession when you were hired for this first job?

**[JOBADEQM]** \[\text{JOB3M} \text{ in } (1,2)\]

*C12*

\[\text{JOB3M}=1 \text{ If the first job is the current job} (\text{IN RELATION TO THIS FIRST JOB}), \text{ DO YOU THINK THAT YOU ARE (WERE) LACKING SOME OF THE SKILLS NEEDED TO DO THE JOB PROPERLY?} \text{ JOB3M}=2 \text{ If the first job is not the current job} (\text{IN RELATION TO THIS FIRST JOB}), \text{ DO YOU THINK THAT YOU WERE LACKING SOME OF THE SKILLS NEEDED TO DO THE JOB PROPERLY?} \]

‘1’. Yes  ‘2’. No

**[JOBADEQP]** \[\text{JOB3M} \text{ in } (1,2)\]

*C13*

\[\text{JOB3M}=1 \text{ If the first job is the current job} (\text{IN RELATION TO THIS FIRST JOB}), \text{ DO YOU THINK THAT SOME OF YOUR SKILLS ARE (WERE) NOT USED?} \text{ JOB3M}=2 \text{ If the first job is not the current job} (\text{IN RELATION TO THIS FIRST JOB}), \text{ DO YOU THINK THAT SOME OF YOUR SKILLS WERE NOT USED?} \]

‘1’. Yes  ‘2’. No

**[JOBSTATU]** \[\text{JOB3M}=2\]

**C14** In this first job, you were...

Interviewer instructions: Read out the possible answers

‘1’ Self-employed, freelance  \[\rightarrow \text{C22 (JOBFN)}\]

‘2’ An employee in your own company, managing director, CEO  \[\rightarrow \text{C19 (STATUEMP)}\]

‘3’ An employee (of the private or the public sector)  \[\rightarrow \text{C19 (STATUEMP)}\]

‘4’ Helping another member of the household or the family (without being an employee)  \[\rightarrow \text{C15 (PERSAID)}\]

**[PERSAID]** Helping a family member without being an employee, \[\text{JOBSTATU}=4\]

**C15** The person you are (were) helping is...

Interviewer instructions: Read the options; only one possible answer

‘1’ Involved in farming, forestry or fishing
‘2’ Craftsman
‘3’ Member of a liberal profession (doctor, pharmacist, lawyer, notary, accountant, architect, etc.)
‘4’ Other (for example: member of another independent non-liberal profession)

**[TAILEXP]** Agriculture, \[\text{PERSAID}=1\]

**C16** What is /was the size (surface area) of the farm (in hectares)?

‘1’ Small (less than 20 hectares in wheat equivalent)
‘2’ Medium (between 20 and 40 hectares)
‘3’ Large (more than 40 hectares)

**[ORIEXPP]** \[\text{PERSAID}=1\]

**C17** What is /was the farm’s main activity?

‘1’ Cereals, field crops
‘2’ Market gardening or horticulture
‘3’ Grape-vines or fruit trees
‘4’ Rearing herbivores (cows, sheep, etc.)
‘5’ Rearing granivores (poultry, pigs, etc.)

Only appears if it is a medium farm, \[\text{TAILEXP}=2\]

‘6’ Independent forester

Only appears if it is a medium farm, \[\text{TAILEXP}=2\]

‘7’ Fish farming
‘8’ No dominant activity

**[ARTISAN]** \[\text{PERSAID}=2\]

**C18** What type of work did you do?

‘1’ The same as the craftsman I was helping
‘2’ As a secretary, in sales or accounting
If the person is an employee, JOB3M='2' & JOBSTATU in ('2','3')

C19 WHAT WAS YOUR EMPLOYER'S STATUS FOR THIS FIRST JOB OF 3 MONTHS?

Interviewer instructions: Read the options

'1' State
'2' Local authority, public hospital, social housing authority
'3' Social security
'4' Public company (EDF, SNCF, La Poste, RATP)
'5' Private company, association, craftsman
'6' Individual employer

→ C21 (JOBCPF)

If the person works in the public sector, [JOB3M='2' & STATUEMP in ('1','2','4')] or [JOB3M='1' & JOBOCCID='2' & V1CHPUB in ('1','2','3')]

C20 (YOU WERE (ARE) A CIVIL SERVANT WORKING FOR THE STATE, A LOCAL AUTHORITY, A PUBLIC HOSPITAL, A PUBLIC SERVICE (EDF, SNCF, ETC.), PLEASE SPECIFY YOUR CLASSIFICATION (CORPS, GRADE, CATEGORY, ETC) WHEN YOU WERE HIRED?)

[Interviewer instructions: Read the options]

'1' Semi-skilled worker
'2' Skilled or highly-skilled labourer or workshop technician
'3' Supervising officer
'4' Director general or assistant-director
'5' Technician, draughtsman, representative
'6' Primary school teacher, social worker, nurse and other personnel in category B of the civil service
'7' Engineer or executive
'8' Teacher and category A staff of the civil service
'9' Office worker, business worker, service agent, nursing aide, child-care worker, category C and D personnel in the civil service
'0' Others

AIDEFAMI not in '1' & [JOB3M='2' & JOBSTATU in ('2','3','4')] or [JOB3M='1' & JOBOCCID='2' & V1STC in ('2','3')]

C21 WHEN YOU WERE HIRED FOR THIS FIRST JOB, YOU WERE CLASSIFIED AS …

[Interviewer instructions: Read the options]

'1' Production, manufacture, construction
'2' Installation, repair, maintenance
'3' Cleaning, gardening, housekeeping
'4' Handling, stock-keeping, logistics
'5' Secretarial, data entry, social work
'6' Administration, accounting
'7' Commerce, sales, technical sales
'8' Studies, research and development, methods
'0' Others

If not

C22 WHAT WAS YOUR MAIN ROLE WHEN YOU WERE HIRED FOR THIS FIRST JOB?

[Interviewer instructions: Read the options]

'1' State
'2' Local authority, public hospital, social housing authority
'3' Social security
'4' Public company (EDF, SNCF, La Poste, RATP)
'5' Private company, association, craftsman
'6' Individual employer

→ C21 (JOBCPF)

We use the TCM Classification System ("Establishment's activity", ACTIVCOD)

C23 WHAT WAS THE MAIN ACTIVITY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT (WORKPLACE) WHICH YOU RAN (FIRST JOB OF OVER 3 MONTHS)?

If not

WHAT WAS THE MAIN ACTIVITY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT (WORKPLACE) WHERE YOU HAD THIS FIRST JOB OF OVER 3 MONTHS?

We use the TCM Classification System ("Establishment's activity", ACTIVCOD)

C24 HOW MANY EMPLOYEES WERE THERE IN YOUR COMPANY?

[Interviewer instructions: Read the options]

'1' None
'2' One or two employee(s)
'3' 3 to 9 employees
'4' 10 or more employees

C24 HOW MANY EMPLOYEES WERE THERE IN YOUR COMPANY?
**C25** How many company employees were there in the company where you had your first job of over 3 months?

Interviewer instructions: Read the options

- '0’ No employees
- ‘1’ 1 to 9 employees
- ‘2’ 10 to 49 employees
- ‘3’ 50 to 499 employees
- ‘4’ 500 or more employees

If the person was (is) an employee (in the private or public sector) for his/her first job,

**C26** The recruitment contract was…?

- '1' An open-ended contract (CDI), including New Employment Contracts
- '2' A fixed-term contract other than seasonal → C28 (JOBAID)
- '3' A seasonal contract → C28 (JOBAID)
- '4' A temping or temporary work contract → C28 (JOBAID)

**C27** Was it a new employment contract (CNE)?

- '1' Yes
- '2' No

**C28** Was it (however) a qualification contract, professionnalisation contract, employment solidarity contract (CES), employment assistance contract (CAE), youth employment, employment initiative contract (CIE), TUC (public employment programme) or another type of state-sponsored contract?

- '1' Yes
- '2' No

**C29** When you were hired, you were…

- '1' Full-time → C31 (JOBCOM)
- '2' Part-time

*Does not appear if (JOB3M=’2’ & JOBSTATU in (’2’, ’3’)) or (JOB3M=’1’ & V1STC=’2’)*

- '3' Not applicable (for example, for self-employed people who think this question does not apply to them) → C31 (JOBCOM)

**C30** What type of part-time was it? (When you were hired)

- '1' Less than half-time (50 %)
- '2' Half-time (50 %)
- '3' Between 50 and 80%
- '4' 80%
- '5' Over 80%

**C31** How did you find this first job of over 3 months?

Only one possible answer

- '1' By directly contacting the employer (unsolicited job application)
- '2' Through family or personal contacts
- '3' Through classified ads (newspapers, notice boards, radio, television, internet)
- '4' Through the ANPE [National Employment Agency] or another public body (APEC, local employment office, etc.)
- '5' Through a temping agency
- '6' Through your school or training institute
‘7’ Through a competitive recruitment examination
‘8’ Through an offer from the company (or the authority) following an internship, a state-sponsored contract, an apprenticeship, a temping job or a summer job
‘9’ Through a fair (recruitment fair, employment grant, career forum, etc.) or a recruitment agency
‘10’ You started your own business
‘11’ Other.

[JOBCOMA]  **JOBCOM=11**
* C32 YOU ANSWERED “Other”. PLEASE SPECIFY.

[JOBEND]  **The first job is not the current job, JOB3M=’2’**
*C33 This first job ended because…
‘1’ It was the end of a fixed-term contract, a seasonal job, or a state-sponsored contract
‘2’ It was the end of the temping job
‘3’ You wanted to change (resignation, termination of the New Employment Contract at the employees’ initiative)
‘4’ The contract was terminated due to illness or disability
‘5’ Economic redundancy
‘6’ Another type of redundancy
‘7’ Termination of the trial period (or the CNE consolidation period) by the employer (check ‘3’ if at the employee’s initiative)
‘8’ Company went bankrupt
‘9’ Others.

[JOBENDA]  **JOBENDA=’9’**
* C34 YOU ANSWERED “Other”. PLEASE SPECIFY.

[JOBQUIT]  **C35 Why did you leave your first job (why did you want to change)?**
SEVERAL POSSIBLE ANSWERS.
‘1’ Your family needed your help
‘2’ You wanted to become self-employed
‘3’ You were looking for (you found) a job more suited to your original field of training
‘4’ You were looking for (you found) a job better suited to your level of qualification, you were accepted through a competitive exam
‘5’ You wanted to change sector or career
‘6’ You were looking for (you found) a job will more suitable or more flexible working hours
‘7’ You wanted (you found) a job with less difficult working conditions or better for your health
‘8’ Relations with our co-workers or your employer were bad
‘9’ You felt the job had insufficient prospects for development
‘10’ You wanted (you found) a job with a more stable contract
‘11’ You felt you were not being paid enough (you found a job with a better salary)
‘12’ You wanted to cut down your commuting time (you found a job closer to home)
‘13’ You wanted to go back to (you went back to) education, training
‘14’ You wanted (or had to) move house, to be closer to your partner
‘15’ Another reason.

[JOBQUITA]  **JOBQUIT=’15’**
* C36 YOU ANSWERED “Another reason”. PLEASE SPECIFY.

[APRES]  **If the person has a job at the time of the survey, (TRAREF=’1’ & TTRREF=’1’) or (PASTRA=’1’)**
*C37
If the current job is his/her first job, JOB3M =’1’
**IF YOU HAD THE CHOICE, HOW MUCH LONGER WOULD YOU LIKE TO STAY IN THIS COMPANY?**
if not Let’s go back to your **current job.** If you had the choice, how much longer would you like to stay in this company?
Interviewer instructions: Read the options
‘1’ Not more than a year
‘2’ Not more than 2 or 3 years
‘3’ A long time
‘4’ For good (until I retire)
‘5’ I would leave this job immediately

[DURNOEMP] JOB3M='1','2','3','4'
*C38 BETWEEN ^STOPDATMM ^STOPDATA AND TODAY, WHAT IS THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF TIME THAT YOU HAVE BEEN UNEMPLOYED WHATEVER THE REASON FOR THIS?
NUMBER OF YEARS?

[DURNOEMM]
*C39 …NUMBER OF MONTHS?

[ANPE] If the person has had at least one period of unemployment, DURNOEMP not in ‘0’ or DURNOEMM not in ‘0’
*C40 DURING THIS (OR THESE) PERIOD(S) OF UNEMPLOYMENT, WERE YOU IN CONTACT WITH THE NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY (ANPE)?
Interviewer instructions: Read the options
‘1’ Regularly
‘2’ Occasionally
‘3’ Rarely or never

[PAIO] If the person has had at least one period of unemployment, DURNOEMP not in ‘0’ or DURNOEMM not in ‘0’
*C41 DURING THIS (OR THESE) PERIOD(S) OF UNEMPLOYMENT, WERE YOU IN CONTACT WITH LOCAL EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OR A PAIO (CAREER INFORMATION AND GUIDANCE CENTRE)?
Interviewer instructions: Read the options
‘1’ Regularly
‘2’ Occasionally
‘3’ Rarely or never

[PLACT] If the person has had at least one period of unemployment, DURNOEMP not in ‘0’ or DURNOEMM not in ‘0’
*C42 DURING THIS (OR THESE) PERIOD(S) OF UNEMPLOYMENT, WERE YOU IN CONTACT WITH AN EMPLOYMENT AGENCY (APEC, TEMPPING AGENCY, ETC.)?
Interviewer instructions: Read the options
‘1’ Regularly
‘2’ Occasionally
‘3’ Rarely or never

[ACCOEMPL] If the person has been in contact at least regularly or occasionally, ANPE in (‘1’,‘2’) or PAIO in (‘1’,‘2’) or PLACT in (‘1’,‘2’)
*C43 DID MEETING WITH COUNSELLORS ENABLE YOU TO GET IN CONTACT WITH POTENTIAL EMPLOYERS?
‘1’ Yes  ‘2’ No

[ACCOFORM] If the person has been in contact at least regularly or occasionally, ANPE in (‘1’,‘2’) or PAIO in (‘1’,‘2’) or PLACT in (‘1’,‘2’)
*C44 (DID MEETING WITH COUNSELLORS ENABLE YOU TO)…PURSUE A TRAINING COURSE?
‘1’ Yes  ‘2’ No

[ACCOATEL] If the person has been in contact at least regularly or occasionally, ANPE in (‘1’,‘2’) or PAIO in (‘1’,‘2’) or PLACT in (‘1’,‘2’)
*C45 (DID MEETING WITH COUNSELLORS ENABLE YOU TO)…TAKE PART IN WORKSHOPS ON JOB SEARCH TECHNIQUES (CV WORKSHOPS, ETC.)?
‘1’ Yes  ‘2’ No

[ACCOBILA] If the person has been in contact at least regularly or occasionally, ANPE in (‘1’,‘2’) or PAIO in (‘1’,‘2’) or PLACT in (‘1’,‘2’)
*C46 (DID MEETING WITH COUNSELLORS ENABLE YOU TO)…DO ASSESSMENTS OR TESTS (SKILLS ASSESSMENT, ASSESSMENT IN A WORK ENVIRONMENT)?
‘1’ Yes  ‘2’ No
If the person has been in contact at least regularly or occasionally, ANPE in ('1','2') or PAIO in ('1','2') or PLACT in ('1','2')

*C47 (DID MEETING WITH COUNSELLORS ENABLE YOU TO)...BENEFIT FROM ENHANCED ASSISTANCE?*

‘1’ Yes  ‘2’ No
Part D - Parents' level of education

**Sentence to introduce part D, to be read out to the respondent**

"To finish, we are going to talk about the qualifications your parents obtained."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[DIPLOMP]</th>
<th><strong>D1 What is the highest qualification your father (or adoptive father or guardian) has obtained to date?</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'0'</td>
<td>No qualification and he never went to school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'1'</td>
<td>No qualification but he went to school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'2'</td>
<td>Primary Education Certificate (CEP), DFEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'3'</td>
<td>School certificate, BEPC, Secondary school certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'4'</td>
<td>CAP, BEP or other qualifications on the CAP or BEP level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'5'</td>
<td>General baccalauréat, technological baccalauréat, legal studies certificate, DAEU (university entrance qualification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'6'</td>
<td>Vocational baccalauréat or equivalents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'7'</td>
<td>Short Higher education qualification (bac+2 at most)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'8'</td>
<td>Long Higher education qualification (bac+3 and over)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'9'</td>
<td>Not applicable (father unknown)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Examples: primary school teaching, University Institute of Technology Diploma (DUT), BTS [Advanced Vocational Diploma], nursing school, social worker school, etc.*

→ [DIPLOMM] (D3)

**[REPINCP] Not to be asked if DIPLOMP = do not know**

**QUESTION for interviewer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[DIPLOMM]</th>
<th><strong>D2 If the answer given for the father’s highest qualification certain?</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'1'</td>
<td>Yes (certain answer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'2'</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**[DIPLOMM]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>D3 What is the highest qualification your mother (or adoptive mother or guardian) has obtained to date?</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'0' No qualification and she never went to school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'1' No qualification but she went to school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'2' Primary Education Certificate (CEP), DFEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'3' School certificate, BEPC, Secondary school certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'4' CAP, BEP or other qualifications on the CAP or BEP level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'5' General baccalauréat, technological baccalauréat, legal studies certificate, DAEU (university entrance qualification)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'6' Vocational baccalauréat or equivalents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'7' Short Higher education qualification (bac+2 at most)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'8' Long Higher education qualification (bac+3 and over)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'9' Not applicable (unknown mother)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Examples: university degree, engineering or business schools, art, architecture, veterinary schools, etc.*

→ [VALIDMAD]

**[REPINCM] Not to be asked if DIPLOMM = do not know**

**QUESTION for interviewer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[DIPLOMM]</th>
<th><strong>D4 If the answer given for the mother’s highest qualification certain?</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'1'</td>
<td>Yes (certain answer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'2'</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Final questions for the interviewer

[VALIDMAD]
‘1’ survey carried out in full, validated
‘2’ survey carried out partially (abandon), validated

INTerview CONDITIONS
‘1’ Survey accepted
‘2’ Refusal → end of survey
‘3’ Impossible to get hold of the person → end of survey
‘4’ Survey impossible survey (unsuitable) → end of survey
‘5’ Extended absence → end of survey